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Practical advice on being truly a gentleman in the twenty-first century.Being a gentleman isn’t
simply being a nice man, or a considerate man, or the type of guy someone might take home to
meet up their mom. He knows when an email is appropriate, so when nothing less than a
handwritten note can do. A gentleman realizes that he has the unique opportunity to distinguish
himself from the rest of the crowd. Gentlemanliness can be all in the facts, and John Bridges is
reclaiming the theory that guys— He knows how to breeze via an airport without the slightest
fumble of his carry-on or boarding pass. And those conversational icebreakers—“Where do I know
you from?can be extraordinary in every facet of their lives. A gentleman understands better. He
knows how to gown on the golf course, in church, and at a celebration.gentlemen—”
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They are AMAZED at what they call "white people rules I teach within an urban setting and
sometimes hand this to college students who don't possess or want to do work during study hall.
It provides some very useful info on manners surrounding items you do not often think
about.Each and every piece of advice and each and every rule are valuable things to take heart.
Wonderful! It got me one night to go through every phrase. But I skimmed through it and I
believe it will be a valuable go through! They are AMAZED at what they call "white people
guidelines. I think in some instances it's a good read for anyone, gentleman or lady. Just what a
son needs -- despite himself Well, the question is usually this. Are manners still however you
like? Poco interesante Poco interesante Good Good Five Stars Great book! Evidently, my boy
(who I provided it to 15 years ago) and my nephew (who I gave it to this year) disagree and were
really not that concerned about the sociable graces. But probably I was vindicated when real life
of business and careers came on the picture and my child was asking all the questions that book
answers. I hope he takes the info to center. But a whole lot of stress and panic could have been
avoided with the utilization and reading of the book. Good manners will be however you like and
every young man should have and use this reserve. It is a fantastic gift for high school or (better
late than never) college graduation and will be the main element to climbing the ladder of
achievement in both sociable and business life. I would have liked to see a more updated,
modern version - both more practical and applicable in the 21st century. How to Be considered a
Gentleman Every PARENT should have this designed for their young guys. At times, it felt a bit
like you could find most of what's written right here on the web plus some info, like how exactly
to dress for a king or a president, seems nearly irrelevant unless you're employed in diplomatic
relations or some high post in the government, which many people are not. Nephew seems to
like it. Some guys would do well to learn this book to learn common courtesy. Luckily, he had this
publication (and me) to solve his cultural and etiquette dilemmas and provides launched an
effective career. Good Tips, mostly useful, but I'd have liked to see some more depth. My
nephew was in dire want of help with how to be considered a gentleman, seeing that he only has
poor male part models in his lifestyle. There exists a Ladies edition also. I've seen some women
who could use that book, instantly. Our younger generation appears to be lacking is usually
social skills. If they have no idea they are ignorant they can not change it out. There are
additional books to compliment this selection. The whys and why-nots are essentially all just
good sense deductions anyway. This was a present for a man. Good Start. Every man should read
this book! Just like any other well-meaning book merely devised as helpful information instead of
absolute gospel, Bridge's little opus sticks to the point and belays the details." As they venture
out in to the work world, it gives them an excellent understanding of what many might consider
"normal" behavior and provides them usage of the unwritten guidelines of proper cultural
behaviors. It's basic and quick, telling you what to do and/or how exactly to do it yet seldom, if,
explaining why. The publication isn't but about a half inch heavy and is simple reading. This is
originally a gag gift for my younger brother, who has always been a troublemaker. Today I could
just keep it on hand for potential reference.As a few other reviewers have mentioned, a few of
the entries are "take it or keep it," meaning don't follow whatever nuggets of knowledge you do
not like. None of it really is brain surgery anyhow - but nice little reminders on how to do the
right factors are keys to following a straight and narrow roads hard travelled. Great guide to
cultural expectations that may otherwise be inaccessible John Bridges' "Gentleman" guides to
behavior and etiquette are very useful to those of us who weren't steeped in this tradition as
part of our upbringing yet have a have to understand and connect to it. Four Stars Good stuff to
learn. Fine details to bring more class right into lifestyle and instantly transform right into a good



gentleman for a meeting or just for feeling the higher edge on being high class with dignity and
poise. Personally, I think they are and that every young man (junior high and old) must read this
book. This is the information on how exactly to upgrade your game as an excellent gentleman.
Great stuff to teach my grandsons. For Every Man! The Rest Is YOUR DECISION. Get one simply
for the heck of it.
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